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Time to bridge NZ’s rural-urban divide
BY THE time this issue of
Rural News hits mailboxes
Federated Farmers will
have elected a new president.
The farmer lobby’s
much-hyped four-way
contest for the top job
has gained a lot of media
attention. But the newlyelected Feds’ president
will have more to worry
about than nursing the
bruised egos of the unsuccessful candidates – such
as making the organisation
more relevant to wider
New Zealand.
This follows accountancy firm KPMG’s recent
calls for urban dwellers to
gain a better understanding of the rural sector. Its
business advisory arm recommended this – among
a raft of other suggestions
– in its recently released
report on New Zealand’s
primary industry Agribusiness Agenda 2011.
Do a quick Google
search of farming or agriculture news articles and
you will quickly find that
negative headlines and
stories dominate.
While many people and
organisations within ‘New
Zealand Inc’ understand
the importance of the agribusiness and rural sector

to the economic wellbeing of our country, many
others – especially urban
dwellers – do not. Despite
the importance of agribusiness to New Zealand,
this has not stopped many
parts of the sector from
coming under sustained
and frequent attack by different lobby and/or protest groups.
KPMG’s report – based
on interviews with more
than 80 agribusiness leaders – says the rural/urban
gap is a risk to the development of the country. The interviewees had
many explanations for this
disconnect, including: an
ethnically mixed, urban
population with little or
no family link to farming;
and mainstream media
focussing on negative
issues about the agriculture sector, such as animal
welfare issues and water
quality standards in dairy
regions.
However, the report
also points out that the
agricultural sector must
foot some of the blame for
this divide. It says a lack
of openness in the industry has led urban dwellers
to believe they are not getting the full story.
This is a fair point, as

is the suggestion the onus
must go on the rural sector
itself to take on the job of
educating and informing
the rest of the population
as to how the agribusiness
industry operates and the
economic benefits it generates for the country.
The underlying assertion of Agribusiness Agenda
2011 – although not overt
in the report – is that it’s

time for a new, pan-sector
rural lobby group.
New Zealand’s agribusiness sector currently

has a wide and diverse
group of organisations and
lobby groups – including
Federated Farmers. Yet
despite the sector’s size,
resources and undoubted
importance to the country’s economic well-being,
it is unable to speak as
one, unified sector voice
on matters.
This is mainly due to
the different, specific

interests of the various
bodies that make up agribusiness. It makes the
sector easy meat for opponents and critics.
Feds and its newly
elected president might
not like it, but there is considerable upside in having
an independent, unified
sector-advocate organisation. It’s time for the agribusiness sector – including

Federated Farmers, which
needs to be part of it – to
seriously look at forming
such a body.
It would go a long way
to help bridge the growing
urban/rural gap that currently divides New Zealand.
• David Anderson is a
former Rural News editor
and an agribusiness commentator.
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dnicolsonexfedfarmers: Well that’s me
done with Feds. I wonder if there are any
other useless, hackneyed organisations I
could get involved with?
thedonbrash@dnicolsonexfedfarmers:
Ahhhhhh Don, how about standing for Act?
Other Fed luminaries have made spectacularly unsuccessful Act MPs over the years
– like: Owen Jennings, Gerry Eckhoff and
Penny Webster!
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henryfonterra: What the hell is going on?
Why are we now auditing farms? Have we
become the IRD or something?
fonterrapr@henryfonterra: Mr Chair, we
thought EFEY (every farm every year) would
make a nice little diversion from milk price
inquiries, feeding cows palm kernel and the
on-going dirty dairying claims.
dcarterminofag: World’s most effective agriculture minister in Rome representing New
Zealand at the inaugural Global Research
Alliance Ministerial Summit. This is a real
privilege – for them! See more @http://tinyurl.com/9jg8kn1.
sirjohnanderson: George, good job in
hocking off the finance division to Heartland
Bank. But isn’t that a little retro – didn’t
Wrightys do that back in the 80s or 90s?
goregousgeorgepgw@sirjohnanderson:
You are on to it Sir John. We are so forward
thinking that we’re also considering merging
Dalgetys, Crown, NMA, Reid Farmers, Williams & Kettle to form one company! What
do you think?
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